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Join a group of agencies
that stand above the others
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ASSOCIATES
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Superior Quality

Agencies receive their name on policies, higher commissions, higher profit sharing, marketing and
automation discounts, commissions received directly from carriers and perpetuation.

Discover the Couri difference today. Visit CouriAgents.com or give Steve Albinger a call at 800.444.1215.

president’s message

Choices as We All Move Forward
DEBE CAMPOS-FLEENOR, NAPAA President, Active Allstate Agent
As I wrote this article, I felt a little nostalgic regarding how
things used to be at Allstate. My affiliation with Allstate will
reach 19 years in July. My, how things have changed at Allstate!
And I don’t have a crystal ball to tell you if current and future
changes will be for the better or worse.
We simply have a few choices to make. We can decide to
sell and hope that Allstate approves the buyer, or we can take
TPP for those of us who qualify. An additional pathway is to
“go for it” again and use best practices for our business to ride
the waves. We are so fortunate to have a very good executive
director, Ted Paris, who has great experience as a manager and
former agency owner. He is ready and willing to discuss issues
and help you plan for your future.
My history with Allstate is not as long as many of yours, but
I do remember how Allstate tried to look like they really cared
about the agents. As one of my board members said recently
“they used to treat us like royalty.” This is not the case for many
of the small-to-medium size agencies today. There is a long list
of changes implemented by Allstate, and I don’t need to go into
the details of the new compensation plan, the integrated service option, the lack of executive advantage dollars and even the
charge for marketing materials.
The industry is changing as many industries have changed
and will continue to change in our lifetimes. Captive Allstate
agents appear to be going the way of dinosaurs; they are disappearing. We must face the era in which we live. The Baby
Boomers still like to have a personal agent because they have
assets and want them protected. Younger groups of people only
want help when they need it. Insurance companies are marketing more to these do-it-yourself techies. But of course, when
things go wrong, we are the first to be called.
When I was young, there were pay phones on every street
corner. Today, I doubt many of us long for pay phones. I can
remember when I was in high school and microwave ovens were
the future of cooking. I don’t think many of us cook with them,
but I would bet that just about every household in America
has one. I was learning how to work with computers in high
school and they were cumbersome and huge. No one knew that
in several years they would be vital assets to maintain just about
everything in our lives. When I walked into McDonalds the
other day, I was instructed that all orders MUST be placed at
the kiosk instead of the counter. As I stood at the kiosk, I realized that they’ll replace the jobs of the 16-year-olds who used
6 — Exclusivefocus

to work at McDonald’s during the summer months. When I
thought about what they do now for extra cash, I noted that
they certainly do not sell newspapers, because hardly anyone
reads print, and newspapers are going out of business. We used
to receive our news from paper and three major network news
channels. Now it is all about cable and social media.
Times have changed, and we need to move with them. So,
my advice is to make changes, move incrementally with the
industry and have flexibility. Or maybe it’s time to move elsewhere. Smokey Bear said “only YOU can prevent forest fires.”
Today, I want you to know that only YOU can decide what is
right for your future.
There was a time when agents could set the goals they
wanted to achieve in their agencies. But, like pay phones,
those days are long gone. Since Allstate Corporation does not
see the agent as an integral asset to the future and, in all fairness, considering online purchases for insurance is the rising
tide of the industry, you need to consider what is good for
YOU, and Allstate Corporation will do what is good for it. I
love what I do, so I am here until Allstate decides it doesn’t
want me or need me.
I do want to end on a positive note: when I was young, we
had vinyl albums and turn tables (I actually still have one and
my old albums). Those days were done due to technology but
there is a current trend to own albums and turntables again.
They are more costly than streaming music online, but young
people are fascinated by them. My hope is that soon captive
Allstate agents will be like albums and turntables and will be
worth more to those who seek them in the future. Good luck
and all the best to you.
Debe Campos-Fleenor began her affiliation with Allstate in 2004
as an LSP, opening her own “scratch” agency in 2006. Debe joined
NAPAA shortly thereafter and has served as both Executive Vice President and Treasurer. She is active in many groups and organizations,
including the Allstate Foundation programs for domestic violence and
teen safe driving. Debe has been awarded the Allstate Helping Hands
Award several times and has made significant contributions to the
Allstate Giving Hands campaign. She was nominated for Woman of
Influence in 2008.
Debe is a regular contributor to the Exclusivefocus magazine. An
expert at locating marketing items available from the company, her
presentations at NAPAA live events are always a big hit.
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Frame Your Future for Success w 2020 Vision!
There’s a reason we double at a minimum every 3 years! It’s the Premier
Difference and PGI Playbook for Success! Hear directly from 400+ happy
and inspired agents, agency owners, and carriers who met at the recent
PGI 2020 Vision Conference at www.PGIAgents.com/2020Vision
•
•
•
•

Premier’s Support and Community is Unprecedented!
Our Focus is all about You and Your Success;
You are Unique – the Premier Playbook is customized for YOUR
needs, your experience, and your locale, in almost all 50 states;
Visit with us and Frame Your Future for Success with PGI!

The PGI Roaring 20’s is about Innovation & Investment as we build to
1,000+ agents and $1B+ WP bringing YOU State of the Art in:
➢ Agency Digital Technology & Social Media Marketing Options for
PL & CL;
➢ Agency Dashboard & Operational Analytics to Optimize Your ROI
to 2-3 x industry average;
➢ Service Center & Sales Center Options, PL & CL, at much more fair
costs that don’t lock you in for life.
➢ Ongoing consulting expertise and programs for a variety of
demographics, multicultural and differing vertical opportunities.
The next decade is New and the PGI Playbook is New and constantly being
refined and changing. Some things don’t change, however:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Your Ownership
Your receipt of Higher commissions & Profit Sharing,
PGI financing for Agency Acquisitions.
Premier Staff and Carriers who support you and care about your
direct access.

On behalf of all of us at Premier, we wish you the Best in the Next Year and
Next Decade. At Premier we are a friend of the independent agency
channel at large and align with our carrier partners in that endeavor. See
Shawn Walker’s (Premier Vice President) podcasts where we reflect on
both what got us to the dance, traditional values, and what the future
holds as we all embark to an exciting new decade ahead. A decade where
being armed with nothing short of the best sword to slay the dragons (and
lizards) of competition is critical!
To Your Success!
Rex Hickling, CPCU, AIM
President, Premier Group Insurance
Contact us today at: PGIAgents.com or PGI Main Office # 720-457-1101

from the executive director

Weathering the Storms!
TED PARIS, NAPAA Executive Director
We should have known that change was coming in September/October of 2018 when the Company first announced that
a new program was going to be tested. The new program, Integrated Service Solutions (ISS) as it was first called, was going to
be widely successful, as all new programs are that are “tested” at
Allstate. But I don’t think any of us expected change to occur in
other areas as well. It has been like an Alberta Clipper, a winter
storm system that races across the country creating chaos. If you
live anywhere from Montana to New England, you know that
these storms come up quickly and are extremely brutal.
One problem in dealing with change at Allstate is that the
changes often occur quickly and without adequate notice, much
like Alberta Clippers. On October 27, 2019, the commission change caught us unprepared to deal with the impending
storm’s fury and aftermath. Sixty-three days is not enough time
to be able to re-tool, and agents are only able to react. And just
like the clippers, the storm continues to pound down, and so
does the rate of change at Allstate. Those changes are coming
without warnings and they are wreaking havoc among current
Allstate agency owners.
The Company meets in Northbrook to create business plans
and to set objectives for one-year, three-year, and five-year terms.
Yet they expect agency owners to be able to pivot on a dime. It’s
as if they don’t understand or respect that these agency owners
have obligations to family, employees, bank notes and business
expenses that come with dollars attached to them. Most agents
are limited in how quickly they can re-tool on such short notice. They end up taking money from hard-working families in
order to finance Allstate’s changes. While that might be feasible
in the short-term, it cannot be sustained over a long period of
time. The Company is not working with agency owners; their
actions are unfair and unprofessional. I always thought that we
were partners in this venture, but their actions prove otherwise.
So, what can we do? Agency owners need to become business
owners. They need to be more concerned with having a healthy
and growing bottom line for their business and less concerned
about Allstate top line. Throughout my 14-year career with Allstate, all I heard from management, from the top to the bottom,
was to write more business. That was their response to solve all
problems. Just write more business and everything will be great.
But great for whom? Every captive company out there always
has the same solution, write more new business. So, you don’t
have enough money to pay your mortgage? Write more busi8 — Exclusivefocus

ness. Don’t have enough money to pay the IRS? Write more
business. Don’t have food money? Write more business! I think
you get the point.
You, the agency owner, need to start planning and budgeting
your gross income. You need to be concerned with your bottom
line first and foremost. I have said this numerous times, why go
through the heartache and struggles to own your own business
if you are going to go broke. Yes, the Company’s trips are great,
the rush of being recognized for doing a great job in producing
new business for the Company can be addictive, but if you are
not making money, why continue to operate in this manner?
My advice to you is to emulate Allstate. They plan one, three
and five years down the road – you should too. They plan on
how to get top line results and more revenue – you should too.
They plan on how to reduce/control expenses – you should too.
They set minimum goals as to the return on investment – you
should too. They plan on building equity – you should too.
To end, I’ll share an example from my personal experience. In
the fall of 2014, Mr. Wilson announced that Allstate was going
to take over State Farm as the leading insurance group. He stated that Allstate was going to invest in marketing, technology
and growth by controlling rate increases, eased underwriting
guidelines and open up markets in order to grow. And they did,
at least in the Midwest. I believed them. I invested in hiring
more staff, increased advertising and purchased tons of leads.
Things were booming until August of 2015 when Tom pulled
the plug. Rates increased, underwriting tightened, and renewals
increased dramatically. The party was over shortly after it had
started. Sales declined sharply, but I was locked in financially
based on the Company’s assurances that we were going to grow.
While the year ended slower than it started, 2015 was okay. I
won a couple trips and even earned a bonus. But the cost to
get that growth was high, and if I was not going to be able to
maintain sales something had to be addressed. In fall of 2015, I
prepared my budget and plans for 2016. I reduced staffing, reduced marketing, eliminated internet leads and decided to work
on retention and referrals. It was time for me to work on my
business and not solely in the business producing sales.
Want to know the result? By doing less, I actually took more
money home. My sales were down a lot but my expenses were
down even more. Was it easy? No! It took discipline and resolve,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR continued on page 13.
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Revisiting Looking Back and Looking
Ahead: Issues that Allstate Agency
Owners Struggled with in 2019
Dirk Beamer, Esq.

A

s I write this in late January of
2020, the new year is still unfolding, and the tumult of 2019
remains fresh in recent memory. Allstate
Agents face numerous challenges … many
poised by Allstate itself. I routinely talk
with agency owners across the country, and
they frequently ask me to explain Allstate’s
legal rationale for practices many consider
unfair. Here is a sampling of questions that
have crossed my desk in recent months.

How can Allstate cut
commissions without providing
90 days’ notice?

By now, agency owners have swallowed
the bitter pill of a mandatory commission cut. The cut itself was bad enough,
but the fact that Allstate announced
the change on less than 90 days’ notice
struck many agents as a flagrant violation
of the already one-sided Allstate Agency
Agreement. Here’s the pertinent language from Section XV of the contract:
A. The sole compensation to which
Agency will be entitled for services rendered pursuant to this Agreement will
be the commissions set forth in the Supplement, as may be amended from time
to time. All commissions will be paid
solely to the Agency, except as described
in Section XIX, below. The Company
will pay Agency its commissions at the
time and in the manner set forth in
the Supplement. However, due to the
inherent uncertainty of business conditions, the Company reserves the right
to increase or decrease any commission
amounts and to change the commission
10 — Exclusivefocus

rules. If the Company changes commission amounts, it will provide Agency
with written notice of the changes at
least ninety (90) days prior to the date
on which they are to become effective.
B. The Company may provide
Agency with such bonuses, awards,
prizes, and other remuneration based
on performance, if any, as it may prescribe in its sole discretion.
To many, the issue could not be clearer.
What had been 10% or 11% commissions now stands at 9%. Why didn’t the
change require 90 days’ notice? The answer, according to Allstate, lies in clause
(B) quoted above. Since Allstate already
had set base commissions at 9%, the additional two percentage points at issue were
not really “commissions;” they were “other
remuneration based on performance” that
could be modified by Allstate at any time
without advance notice. Put differently,
“When is a commission not a commission?” When Allstate says so.
Who is right? Short of a legal challenge, we’ll never really know how a
judge or jury would view the question.
And given the inevitable cut, many question the utility of such a fight. For me, it’s
disappointing – but not surprising – that
Allstate wouldn’t soften the blow of the
unpopular commission cut by extending
the courtesy of a 90-day notice window.

What constitutes Outside
Business Activities?

In my early years working with agency
owners, many wrestled with a perceived
double standard whereby some agents’

spouses openly operated independent
insurance agencies, while others were
discouraged from doing so. Inevitably,
some agents struggle to walk the fine
line between independent contractor
status, including the freedom to pursue
multiple business interests, and impermissibly moving business or holding an
undisclosed interest in an agency. More
recently, certain agency owners have
thrived by developing multiple agencies
and locations, where others have blurred
the lines of ownership. The latter have
recently garnered some unwelcome scrutiny from Allstate.
In 2019, Allstate filed multiple lawsuits
attacking agency owners who allegedly held
undisclosed ownership interests in multiple
Allstate agencies. According to the lawsuits,
the agents “operated in a multi-state scheme
to exploit Allstate’s commission system.”
Allstate alleges that the agents recruited and
trained employees who were then established as Allstate Agency owners, controlled
by the original agents, “without Allstate’s
knowledge or approval.”
Some agents complain that local Allstate management knew of and condoned the arrangements now under
scrutiny. Whether that proves to be true
or not, I doubt whether Allstate, having
already launched these cases, will decide
to back off. Strike it up to the old adage,
“Two wrongs don’t make a right.”

When am I vested in my TPP?

With agencies defecting Allstate’s ranks
in response to the challenging landscape
in which they find themselves, many
choose to (or are forced to) take TPP
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instead of selling their economic interest in their Allstate book of business. For
longtime agents with a single location,
the rules on TPP remain familiar and
straightforward. But given new vesting rules, agency owners with multiple
start-up locations should seek clarification before making a decision on TPP.
In particular, they need to know whether
Allstate will require separate vesting for
each book of business.
According to Section 2.1 of the Supplement, titled “Vesting:”
Start-up agents, with affiliation
dates of January 1, 2012 and subsequent, will be required to vest for five
years before being eligible to receive a
termination payment on all secured new
business. Vesting will not be required for
purchased policies and Plus Policies will
continue to vest under the Plus Policy
program.
If a Start-Up Agency with an affiliation date prior to April 1, 2017
becomes an Established Agency by purchasing the economic interest in and/
or being assigned via the Plus Policy
program a combined total of more
than 750 Total Personal Lines policies with a combined total of more than
$800,000 in Total Property and Casualty 12mm Earned Premium, vesting will no longer be required and any
new business written will immediately
become vested.
If a Start-Up Agency with an affiliation date of April 1, 2017 and later
becomes an Established Agency by purchasing the economic interest in and/or
being assigned via the Plus Policy program a combined Total Property and
Casualty 12mm Written Premium
which increases the agent’s premium
book size beyond the end point of their
current premium curve, vesting will no
longer be required on existing business
and any new business written will immediately become vested.
Apparently, Allstate has taken the position that an agency owner with multiple locations must vest separately for
each. In other words, an agent may have
more than five years with Allstate, but if
he started a new scratch location within
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five years, Allstate may argue he is not
vested in TPP at that location.

What’s next?

I wish I knew. My advice remains unchanged after many years. Work hard,
protect your interests, think and act like
an independent business owner, and always have a Plan B.
The information and suggestions provided
here should not be construed as legal advice
or an endorsement from NAPAA or its attorneys or accountants. NAPAA expressly
disclaims any such advice. NAPAA recommends that agents consult with their professional advisors before taking any action that
could affect their tax or legal statuses.
Dirk Beamer has served the National Association of Professional Allstate Agents
(“NAPAA”) as General Counsel since 1999.
In that capacity, he has successfully defended
NAPAA against a federal internet trespass
case brought by Allstate. He also sued Allstate on behalf of NAPAA and its members
in a highly publicized federal lawsuit chal-

lenging Allstate’s treatment of its agents. In
addition to litigation matters, Dirk regularly counsels NAPAA concerning its ongoing
business affairs including contract negotiations, management and employment issues,
and member concerns. Dirk provides similar
services as General Counsel to The United
Farmers Agents Association (“UFAA”).
Dirk regularly works with captive insurance agents from across the country, as well
as their local attorneys, to handle business issues including purchasing and selling books
of business, investigations and disciplinary
proceedings with the carrier, employment
law and contract litigation.
Dirk graduated from the University of
Michigan Law School with honors in
1993. He is licensed to practice in Michigan and Ohio, and he is a member of the
State of Michigan Bar Foundation – an
honor reserved for less than 5% of the
practicing bar in the state. In 2014, Super Lawyers magazine named Dirk one of
the Top 50 business lawyers in the state of
Michigan. He is a past recipient of the National Association of Professional Allstate
Agents President’s Award.

248.477.6300 | insuranceagencylawyer.com

Dirk A. Beamer
Expert consulting for
agents and
their attorneys on:
• Allstate Investigations
• Buying & Selling Books
• Allstate EA Agreements
Serving NAPAA and the Agents of Allstate since 2000
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Six Questions You Need to Ask Before
Joining an Independent Insurance Group
Tony Fernandez, CEO, Affordable American Insurance

Reprinted with permission from NAAFA
Report, January 2020
EDITOR’S NOTE: NAPAA’s board of directors is not encouraging any Allstate agency
owner to sell and become an independent
agency owner. We hope that all remain successful here at Allstate. However, our Executive Director fields numerous inquiries about
life after Allstate on a regular basis. This is
reprinted as a reference only. We feel it is our
responsibility to help those who want to redirect their careers to provide information that
might be of assistance to them. Again, we are
not encouraging anyone to leave Allstate, but
there are always changes occurring. All should
be prepared for those changes whether forced
to make them or made by choice.

Going Independent

We regularly hear from people who are
interested in starting an independent
insurance agency. These calls frequently
come from insurance agents who are just
starting the process of investigating ‘how
to go independent.’ We hear things like
“What are commission splits?,” “What
carriers do you have?” and “Who owns
12 — Exclusivefocus

my Agency?” We are always glad to answer these questions by phone, from our
website or in person. While these questions are a great starting point, they barely scratch the surface.

What’s Important

Many years ago, I was a captive agent
for a well-known national carrier. I was
happy with the relationship I had with
the carrier, and my agency was considered very successful. However, I took my
clients very seriously, whose loyalty to me
and my agency made it possible for me to
provide for my family and life in general.
Not representing other insurance companies became an internal conflict for
me. When the carrier I represented decided not to write certain classifications
or increased rates dramatically, I was not
able to help the people for whom I cared
so deeply. That is the main reason I decided to become independent.
I started looking from ground zero,
like many of you, not knowing where to
begin. During my research, I discovered
that some assumptions I had were not
correct. I also realized that even though

some groups offered me a fast start track,
there was no longevity in the platform
they offered. I needed an environment
that would help me start but then provide
the tools to help me achieve my goals.
Before we cover some of the important questions, it is pivotal to understand
that the decision of going independent,
alone or with a group, is a very delicate
transition. Before asking detailed questions, it is essential to find out how long
the group has been in the business, the
reputation of that group in the industry
and with the insurance carriers, and what
services and tools the group will provide,
other than access to carriers.
When it comes to “what’s important,”
many people get misled by fast-talking
sales reps who promise them the world,
only to find out the agent is left holding
the bag when the rubber meets the road.
So, we thought we would offer a list
of questions when you are talking to independent insurance groups. Here are
some questions to ask that you may not
have considered:

Question 1: Should I go with a
group or on my own?

Some insurance carriers will offer you a
direct code. Some things to consider if
you decide not to join a group: 1. What
are the minimum requirements that each
carrier needs the first year and second
year in order to keep the appointment? 2.
How many carriers do I need to provide
options for my clients? 3. How much
business can I generate on my own, and
would that be enough to satisfy the requirements?
Typically, a new independent agent
would need five commercial and five
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personal carriers to build a good practice.
As you know, each carrier goes through
cycles in which this year they are very
competitive and next year they are not. A
group should provide stability with the
ups and downs of the industry, as well
as some shelter when it comes to production requirements. If the new agent
doesn’t have the pressure from production quotas from a carrier, the agent can
find the best product and carrier that
truly fit the client’s needs.

Question 2: Do I own my book?

When I hear a “YES” to this question
from a group, I want to find their definition of ownership. Ownership is building
an asset that can be sold at a fair market
value at the time of sale or transfer.
If you don’t own your book, then you
might as well go with a captive carrier.
Make sure to look for a group with which
you own your book of business so that
you can choose to transfer the book to
a relative or sell it at a fair market value.

Question 3: Will my name be on
my client’s declaration page?

If a carrier gives you a direct code (within
a group or individually), your name and
the address of your agency should be on
the declarations page. Some carriers require that you produce under a “shared
house code” owned by the group and
promise a direct code once a certain production level has been met. In that case,
your agency name will not appear on the
declarations page. From experience, clients do not mind what name appears on
the declaration page if you explain it at
the point of sale.
Eventually, as your agency grows, you
will have enough production with all or
most of the carriers that you represent to
have your own codes.

Question 4: What is the commission split?

This is an important question that often
gets missed when joining a group, but it
is also a two-part question. This is because it is not just about the commission
you, as the agent receive, but about the
commission split to the group from the
carrier. This can drastically affect your
bottom line. You want to find a group
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that has a good commission split from
the carrier.
Another point to consider is that a
group may advertise a very attractive
commission split, but it only applies to
a shared house code. If this is the case, it
may not motivate the group to give the
new agent a direct code.
As I interviewed different groups,
I discovered that some groups offered
a higher commission split, only in the
months the agent would write higher
new business premiums. Those premiums seem reasonable, but as the new
agent starts, it takes a long while to
achieve those levels of production.

Question 5: What tools do you
provide the agencies?

Agents need a strong technological platform so they can grow to reach their
maximum potentials. I am referring to
system tools that would assist with increasing retention, evaluation of the performance of the book of business, marketing assistance, online tools and online
exposure, only to name a few. If the tools
provided by the group are successful,
they can give you names of agents that
you can call who started from nothing
and now pass five million dollars in active premium. A group that cannot prove
their system can help you achieve your
long-term goals should be questioned.

Question 6: Are there any exit
fees or carrier restrictions if I
choose to leave?

When I interviewed with groups in
the process of becoming independent,
I found all kinds of contracts. Some of
them required that new agents stay with
the group for several years (five years is
the norm), others required large amounts
of money to be released from the group,
others make you incorporate, and the
group shares 50% of your business. Other contracts have geographical restrictions as to where you want to grow your
practice.
All of these different situations should
be considered before selecting the right
group and platform so that you can
achieve your short-term and long-term
business goals.
If you haven’t asked these questions
yourself and are considering joining an
independent agency group (cluster group
or insurance aggregator), be sure to ask
them. We would love the opportunity to
answer these questions for you.
Tony Fernandez has worked in the insurance industry for 14 years. He started selling insurance in 1996 with a life and health
company. After that, he became an American Family agent. In 2004, having lost hope
in captive insurance agencies, he founded
AAI to help people get the coverage they need
at a price they can afford. Tony is passionate
about helping people.
In addition to insurance, he invests time
and resources helping children in the Dominican Republic and Haiti by sending
medical supplies and equipment to local
hospitals.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR continued from page 8.
but the results were worth it. You don’t need to be the sales leader in your market to
be successful. You don’t need to travel with Allstate – you can plan your own trips. But
you do need to make money for you and your family. Get a budget, set your personal
goals, and create a workable business plan. Work, monitor and adjust them as needed.
Ted began his 30-year career in insurance at Farmers Insurance. There, in his 18 years as a
district manager, he personally recruited and trained over 50 scratch agencies. When Ted left
Farmers in 2005, his district was the largest in the Indianapolis area and the third largest in
the state of Indiana. He continued his insurance career at Allstate, where he owned two agencies
in west-central Indiana. While at Allstate, Ted served on the North Central Regional Advisory Board, and earned numerous awards including the Chairman’s Award, the Leader’s Club
Award, the National Conference Award and many Honor Rings. He has been the Executive
Director for NAPAA since 2017.
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Factors Affecting the Insurance Industry
Troy Korsgaden

tomers are in control. They have the keys
to the kingdom. And there’s no reason to
believe they will be giving them back.
“The measure of intelligence is the ability to
change.”
—Albert Einstein

External market forces have
forced innovation

This article is printed here with the kind permission of PIA Management Services Inc.
The insurance industry is affected by
several factors: financial markets, legislative trends and technology. How are
these factors (and others) changing the
insurance industry, and what can we do
to adapt?
The great philosopher Epictetus said
it best some 2,000 years ago: “It’s not
what happens to you, but how you react
to it that matters.” Even in ancient times,
it was known that only so much of what
goes on in your daily life is truly in your
control. Today, it feels like change is occurring so rapidly that we have less and
less control.
This is especially true in the insurance
and financial services industry.
When I first started out as an agent
some 30 years ago, I knew who my competition was. I knew the parameters of an
14 — Exclusivefocus

acceptable risk. I knew how to navigate the
slow-turning wheels of the industry, the
marketplace, regulations and oversight.
Today, things are not as cut and dry.
Technology has led to massive changes
in the way we service and sell, and even
the guidelines we follow to write business. Technology is just one game changer; our industry is also juggling external
forces such as regulations and compliance while also trying to keep up with
the everyday issues associated with running our businesses.
But before we blame those external
forces entirely on the challenges in our
industry, we need to take some responsibility for operating much like we did 50
years ago. Our industry has been notoriously slow to adapt to change.
The real threat is not just technology
and ever-changing regulations, but rather
our failure to adapt to the new reality of
the consumer marketplace. Today, cus-

External market forces have forced traditional carriers, firms and local agencies
to rethink their delivery of service and
products. The result: carriers that were
once only a blip on the radar three decades ago have become powerhouses.
For example, GEICO and Progressive
have gained market share in personal
lines because of their digital prowess.
Both companies have been around a long
time, but years back, they created digital
strategies that changed everything.
GEICO’s ability to offer customers
products and services in ways that once
seemed non-traditional have catapulted
them toward the top of the “food chain.”

GEICO has led the way

Did you know that GEICO started out
as a mail-order company more than 80
years ago? Over the decades, GEICO
evolved to use the telephone as the primary means of interacting with customers before moving to the internet and
then mobile. By 2013, Forrester Research ranked GEICO’s mobile applications number 1 in insurance.
The company has transformed itself
digitally to achieve greater efficiencies and
to derive more customer and market insight. GEICO’s CIO, Greg Kalinsky, appeared with Ginni Rometty, IBM’s CEO,
at IBM’s Think Conference in early 2019.
Kalinsky stated that adoption of new
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technology, customer service and pricing
are three tenets of GEICO’s corporate
strategy. The company has applied IBM
Watson NLP AI technology for customer
support and sales interaction.
In that presentation, called “Journey
of Digitization,” Kalinsky explained
that it’s particularly difficult to achieve
market differentiation and competitive
advantage in the insurance industry. He
said, “We’re selling a product that you
don’t want to have, that you’re forced to
have, and once you have it, you hope you
never have to use it. Think about getting
up every morning and getting motivated
to sell that product. So how do you distinguish yourself? We do it, we believe,
with outstanding customer service and
with low prices. How do you do that? We
do both with technology — that’s always
been our mission.”
And that is how you overcome external forces to excel where others struggle:
you must adapt to survive.

Collaboration, not competition

Change is hard. It’s uncomfortable.
We’ve been doing things the same way
in our industry for decades. But we don’t
have to, and shouldn’t try to, evolve alone.
Notice what GEICO did to become a
digital leader in our industry: the company partnered with IBM’s powerful Watson platform to automate, digitize and
strengthen its own offerings. They didn’t
try to become masters in the digital
space. They looked to a powerful partner
to work with them.
We are accustomed to the old model,
whereby it’s every carrier, every agency
and every agent for himself or herself.
We need to focus more on collaboration
and less on competition.
Often, the solution lies outside your
company or agency or in new structural
approaches. Some insurers form partnerships to expand distribution, diversify
product portfolios or enhance offerings.
Companies also adjust their scale and
capital structures through mergers, acquisitions and divestitures. For example,
Sun Life paid $975 million in 2016 for
Assurant’s employee benefits business,
filling gaps in its product portfolio and
gaining scale to compete with larger rivals. MassMutual’s purchase of MetLife’s
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broker–dealer network in 2016 enlarged
the MassMutual brokerage force by 70
percent, which freed MetLife to pursue
new distribution channels.
Those are major disruptions to a business model. A more practical, manageable way for agents to collaborate is to
simply develop reciprocal partnerships
with other agents who have different,
complementary specialties.
Now, if you’re an agent, you probably
don’t offer every financial service under
the sun. Who does? But you can easily
partner with other experts to offer everything your clients need. You might not
be an expert in bank loans for classic automobiles, but you can collaborate with
someone who does specialize in that area.
This concept aligns with the concept of
what I call, open product platform solution — a financial institution’s ability to
offer clients both proprietary and external products and services.
If my clients, Mr. and Mrs. Templeton, buy a Cessna airplane, I am going
to be thrilled for them, but I’m not an
expert in aviation insurance. And if they
buy a horse farm, I will be excited for
them, but I’m not an expert in equine
insurance, either. So, I won’t be able to
personally write coverage for their new
asset, but I know people who are experts
in those areas.
In today’s customer-controlled marketplace, delivering unrivaled service
must be our number one goal. Collaboration is critical to that end goal, whatever that might look like.

A seamless customer ecosystem

I want to speak directly to every carrier,
agent, broker, firm and company leader
who will listen. It is imperative that our
local presence, whether exclusive, independent broker or company-owned,
adapt and create a new model. The old
model will not work.
We have to retool the current model if
we want to thrive. We must change the focus to delivering service first and then bolstering local sales, or we risk being extinct.
“One and done” is no longer a viable
business structure. Today’s customers
want it all, and they want it quickly and
easily, with little to no effort. They want
a seamless customer ecosystem.

We first saw this trend with travel
websites. Users could compare hundreds
of airline flights all at once to ensure
they were getting the best deal. As their
popularity grew, these sites added bundle
deals to include hotels, cars and even local attractions. The model works. Customers can complete their needs at one
stop and at a perceived value.
Independent agency firms are positioned to adapt quickly to a similar
structure based on their current business
model. Because they are not beholden to
one specific carrier, they are able to move
quickly through distribution channels to
strengthen and build new relationships.
This allows them to offer their customers
and prospects a complete array of services and needs without ever leaving their
firms’ platforms.
We cannot go back in time and change
the progression of the market dynamics.
We cannot control the factors that are
affecting our industry. But we can most
certainly break through perceived barriers and positively affect our future —
even in the face of unprecedented and
rapid change.
Troy Korsgaden is a highly sought-after insurance and financial services consultant.
He is the principal of Korsgaden International, which specializes in global marketing, distribution, agency building and
technology strategies for many of the world’s
largest insurance carriers and financial services companies.
As a consultant, speaker, and author of
six books, Korsgaden’s mission is to help the
insurance industry and its representatives
wake up to the radical transformation taking place in the insurance industry. He helps
those in the industry learn how to better
communicate with consumers, so that consumers develop a higher appreciation for the
value of insurance products.
In his career, which spans over three decades, Korsgaden has instructed and spoken
with hundreds of thousands of executives,
agents, brokers, and staff members. A widely-respected expert in both personal distribution and other methods, Korsgaden trains
corporate insurance and financial services
leaders on customer service, change management, and transformational work, among
many other key topics.
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Considering Joining an Agency Network?
How to Evaluate Options to Grow Your Independent Agency
Matt Masiello, AAI, Chief Executive Officer of SIAA

tional impact to generate more revenue,
while experienced producers may join a
larger group to follow their dreams of
opening their own independent agency.
Before affiliating with anyone else, take
the time to thoroughly research the differences between the options you’re considering. Choosing the right partnership
can help you lay the foundation to build
or strengthen your own office.

Reprinted with permission from NAAFA
Report, January 2020
EDITOR’S NOTE: NAPAA’s board of
directors is not encouraging any Allstate
agency owner to sell and become an independent agency owner. We hope that all remain successful here at Allstate. However,
our Executive Director fields numerous inquiries about life after Allstate on a regular
basis. This is reprinted as a reference only.
We feel it is our responsibility to help those
who want to redirect their careers to provide
information that might be of assistance to
them. Again, we are not encouraging anyone to leave Allstate, but there are always
changes occurring. All should be prepared for
those changes whether forced to make them
or made by choice.
It’s a great time to be an independent
agent. With the ability to offer a range of
products and in-depth knowledge of various product lines, independent agents
are still chosen as the trusted advisor
for many insurance clients. More and
more clients need professional advisors
to understand what insurance products
they should buy to secure their family,
their business and accomplish their financial goals. Now, technology is mak16 — Exclusivefocus

ing it easier to engage clients and solve
problems faster. Independent agents are
encouraged to evolve with technology to
stay competitive and provide everything
clients want.
Running an independent agency, however, is not easy. Without an understanding of how the industry is evolving, and
immersing yourself in ongoing training
and education, you may not be ready for
the future. If you are too busy handling
day-to-day business and there is no time
to work on growth simultaneously, you
could lose your current and potential clients in a hurry.
You may be a captive or independent
agent looking for a solid foundation to
start your business. Are you well-known
in your community? Do you have access
to carriers that meet your clients’ needs?
Do you know the latest technological
advances and have a fully automated office? How about a year or two from now?
How will you drive growth and profitable results in the long term and, with
the prevalence of innovation and technology impacting the industry, how will
your agency evolve as the industry does?
For these reasons, you may do better as
part of a larger team. Many independent
agents are joining larger groups with na-

Change can be beneficial

Knowing your goals and understanding
your Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) to your
business is the first step. Do a SWOT
analysis for today and for the potential
life-cycle of your agency.
You will then be ready to start your research. After comparing your options, you
will be able to pair yourself with a larger,
suitable organization which can offer the
clearest path to reach your goals faster.
Insurance has changed significantly
from the one-person office where clients
once walked in and discussed annual home
and auto policies. Insurance now runs the
gamut of personal insurance and commercial insurance products, business owners’
policies to stand-alone cyber insurance, all
available remotely or in person. The world
is evolving around the latest advances in
technology – and independent agents are
evolving with the industry as well to keep
up with competition.
If your business needs more access to
carriers to attract more clients, become
stable and competitive, it is important to
know what the basic differences are first
and research each option extensively.
There are three membership models that
can help you grow your business: insurance aggregators, clusters and networks.
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What are the differences
between aggregators, clusters
and networks?

Insurance aggregators: Provide market access to insurance carriers’ contracts, and aggregate premium, sometimes with additional compensation but
without any support services or tools.
This relationship can be very transaction-oriented and simply based on writing or placing policies.
Clusters: A group of agents from a
joint venture or with a loose affiliation to
place their individual books of business
as part of a larger book in order to receive
higher commissions or profit sharing.
Members maintain independent ownership of accounts and an agency and continue to operate individually. Generally,
clusters are formed to increase income by
combining carrier volumes. With a lack of
organic growth, many clusters are struggling, especially as some larger agents sell
or exit the group.
Networks: A more complete solution
for agents, networks are growing overall,
and the volume of business being handled
through the channel is increasing. Recently, Insurance Journal reported in its Agency
Networks Profile, that “today’s networks
offer value and benefits that go far beyond
markets — independence, growth, profit

sharing, perpetuation, relationships, technology, staff support, errors and omissions
coverage, and more. They are very much
part of the fabric of today’s independent
agency system.”
Whatever road you choose, do your
research thoroughly before deciding your
path. If you decide on a model above, review their carriers to ensure they are going to meet the markets you are looking
to target. Ask yourself what else will benefit your decision. Review websites and
look for agency testimonials which share
the benefits of membership and how
they apply directly to a smaller insurance
agency. Here are some questions to ask
an organization (and broaden transparency) before making your decision:
• Will the organization help you obtain your goals in the short and long term?
Simply having access to insurance companies and aggregating premiums will not
make an independent agency successful.
• Will the organization help the independent agent and the independent
agency distribution system grow?
What are the other services offered;
how are they delivered?
• If a national organization, will you
receive help regionally if you need it?
Does the model have professionals ready
to work with your agency onsite to define

and customize your path to growth?
• How are companies accessed and
commissions paid?
• Do they have a proven track record
of helping successful insurance professionals establish an independent insurance agency?
• Does the contract take into account
the short and long term; does it include
the ability to leave with clients AND
carriers?
• How has the organization traditionally performed financially, with carriers, member agencies and profitability
(loss-ratios)?
Transparency is key to building a relationship of trust within a new partnership. If you do your homework and are
strategic with your decision, a new membership can be there for you and your
agency when you need it most. Being a
part of a larger team can not only result
in accessing a larger pool of carriers, but
also in meeting your goals, training your
staff, and becoming a sustainable business for years to come.
Matt Masiello, AAI, is the Chief Executive
Officer of SIAA (Strategic Insurance Agency
Alliance), the largest alliance of independent insurance agencies in the country. He
can be reached at mattm@siaa.net.

Are Your HR and
Payroll in Good Hands?
Manage and pay your employees more efficiently with
help from an industry-leading full-service provider who
puts state-of-the-art technology at your fingertips and
highly trained experts by your side.
• Mobile access for payroll and HR administration
• Employee onboarding that includes self-service
• Custom handbooks
• Learning management system for training and development

paychex.com/allstate
NAPAA@Paychex.com | 844-846-7827 (Mention Code 5699)
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An Expert Told You How They Made
Millions and Now You Can Too…
Or, Can You?
Barbara Provost, EdD
sional will take what is being said and implement it into their practice. Why is that?
First, as adults and businesspeople,
we’re bombarded with information coming at us from all directions. So, even
when we are provided with “the one
thing” that will make us rich, we don’t
execute. And there are a lot of reasons
why, but here is what typically happens:
We are busy almost every minute of
the day and we are subconsciously discerning these thoughts that impact our
motivation.
• Does this really apply to me, my
work, my business?
• Do I understand what this information is telling me?
• Do I care to invest time in this?
• Is it easy?
• Will it really make an impact?
• Can I do it?
If we think yes, this is important to
the success of my business, then the next
major impact is resources.
• Do I have the time?
• Do I have the money?
• Do I have the necessary technology?

A

dvisors who are experts think
telling someone how to do
something is teaching. Over the
years, I’ve seen a lot of experts get up in
front of rooms of professionals to share
how they became a successful expert on a
certain topic. They put up a PowerPoint
presentation and rattle off what worked,
why, how great it is and all the money
they made – and how you can too!
Agents are glued to the speaker and take
copious notes. But do they implement
18 — Exclusivefocus

what the expert has told them? Most
likely not. But why?
As an educator with expertise on how
adults learn, I know when someone is
telling and when someone is teaching.
It’s often why we walk away from conferences or professional speakers with a lot
of good intentions, but implementation
seems to wane.
There are many reasons why telling
someone something, even by an expert,
doesn’t mean even the most eager profes-

If we do have all the time and money
in the world to make things happen,
then as a leader we need to consider - do
I know how to do this?
• Where do I start?
• What do I need to do to make this
happen?
• Who can help me?
• What are the barriers?
• Where will I trip up?
• How will this change impact other
parts of my business?
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• What do others (staff, vendors, admins) need to know or do?
• What’s the ROI?
Just by telling someone what can make
them successful, doesn’t explain how to
do all that is involved and can often lead
to failure.
Selling a new product, making a
change in business practices and onboarding new agents all takes a lot more
than just telling someone how to do it.
As an example, this is what’s needed to
go from failure to success.
As an adult, I wanted to learn to swim
to participate in triathlons with a group
of friends. I never learned how to swim
when I was growing up and I have some
fear of water. So, I started by reading a
lot about swimming. I talked to other
swimmers to find out how they learned.
I even watched YouTube videos of swim
strokes. I read about female triathletes
and their training regime. I could discuss
everything I learned, but ultimately, I
had to jump in the scary water.
Now, I didn’t just jump in alone and
flail around. I took all I learned from my
“dry resources” and started with a class

at the YMCA. I had an instructor who
taught me the basics.
I went to the pool with friends who
were good swimmers who watched my
strokes and gave me tips.
I swam.
I joined a triathlon swim club.
I swam.
I ventured into open water with support of my swimmer friends who swam
with me and handed me a swim noodle
when I felt uneasy.
I swam, and cried, and I swam some
more. Over and over and over again.
It took a lot of time, resources, practice
and motivation, but I successfully swam
half a mile across open water and I didn’t
drown.
So, you can see I had the motivation
to swim, because I wanted to participate
with my friends in triathlons. I had the
resources which included swimsuit, goggles, swim cap, ear plugs and swim noodle! And I learned how to swim through
one-on-one instruction, group classes,
support of friends, and time to practice
and by jumping in the scary water.
Now, whether you’re the expert, or
you’re taking in all an expert has to offer,

consider this:
• Motivation: Is there a compelling
reason why this is important to me and
my business?
• Resources: Am I clear about all the
resources needed to implement?
• Practice: Are there opportunities
to learn “how” to do it; a place to make
mistakes and learn from mistakes, encouragement, discussions, Q and A and
more?
• Know-how: Can I go from changing my behavior, knowledge and skill
from something I couldn’t do before to
something I can perform confidently?
Ask yourself, am I able to jump in this
pool or is more needed to be successful?
Barbara is President of Provost Consulting,
Inc and Founder of Purse Strings, LLC.
She is an adult educator with expertise in
Insurance and Financial institutions. Her
passion is creating engaging and applicable
training that help financial professionals
be confident and competent in their work.
Her Purse Strings model creates engagement
between financial professionals and a $20
trillion female consumer base.

Join the Movement!
“The We Insure model is built by agents for agents.”
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Award winning service center
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Get Started Today!
1-855-483-3901
franchise@weinsuregroup.com
weinsurefranchise.com

Advanced technology and marketing systems
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Why Use Extra Hands? From the Words
of an Experienced Agency Owner
Laura Harris

Onboarding of clients has always been
crucial, but it seems to be even more so
now. We all know how expensive it is to
get a new client and how easy it can be
to lose them.
A decade ago, we had fewer possible
auto discounts. A customer would typically walk into our office and sign the
new application paperwork, there was no
application on a customer’s phone. Today, if we don’t have a good onboarding
process, we will have compliance issues
and customers will likely get a rate increase on their first renewal.
Whether you like change or not, we
need to adapt to maximize growth in our
agency and customer satisfaction. Luckily, there are two inexpensive options to
tackle the additional duties for onboarding a new client.
1. Allstate has an Extra Hands Onboarding team that will assist.
2. We have the ability to have a parttime, unlicensed person assist.
I personally have chosen to combine
these two options.
Stage 1 - Extra Hands will call 12-20
days after the policy is issued. Calls are
made on lines 10, 19, 70, 71 and 78. Extra Hands will:
• Brand the agency
• Thank customer for their purchase
• Verify customer received policy
• Verify customer information
• Update Preference center (My Account registration, paperless, text opt in,
mobile app)
Based on what the customer elected to
sign up for in the purchase process, Extra
Hands will help facilitate enrollment in
the following: Drivewise, Easy Pay, eBill,
ePolicy, mobile app and My Account.
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Extra Hands will make three attempts
to call and reach a live person, and will
leave a voice mail on the final attempt.
Their notes are put in Gateway’s Relationship History. Extra Hands does not
have any cross-sell efforts.
Stage 2 – Now it is the agency’s turn
to make sure the transition from the sales
department to the service department for
the new client is a smooth one.
Our Onboarding Specialist will do the
following:
Prior to the call:
• Check for outstanding T-Docs
• Check to see if inspection is OK
• Check billing schedule and look for
payment failures
• Confirm Allstate.com account is
set up
• See if eBill, ePolicy and Drivewise
are enrolled
• Check to see if they have already
declined ALR
• Spot check the entire file
During the call:
• Thank the customer for joining our
agency or purchasing another policy.
• Address any questions
• Highlight the producer who wrote
their business
• Verify policy details
• Ask about www.Allstate.com, TDocs, paperless and Drivewise if not
complete
• Assign Drivewise to apply credits
to policy premium
• Check on Manage Preferences in
Gateway and see if they need changes
• Confirm phone/email in eAgent
• Confirm they canceled their prior
insurance policy
• Explain referral program and ask

for referral
• Confidence transfer from sales to
service
• CPR – tell them we will call them
annually to review coverage and discounts.
It’s crucial that they review annually.
• Live transfer to EFS or set phone
appointment for financial
After the call:
• Put notes in eAgent (will always
indicate whether or not the customer is
going to register for My Account, eBill,
ePolicy and Drivewise)
• Follow up if insured has not registered for paperless but plans to or if left a
voicemail. We will check again one week
later and call one more time. If still not
registered, then follow up 30 days prior
to renewal if AFCIC auto.
• Send Drivewise introduction email
if they plan to enroll. Unenroll if they
don’t want it.
• Put notes in eAgent alert if insured
declined paperless or Drivewise
If you are producing hundreds of new
clients a month, onboarding your agency
may be a full-time job. For most agencies, it is a process that one of your service team members adds to their day.
Ideally this 2-step process will allow
your sales team to focus on closing more
deals while making sure the transition to
service is as smooth as possible.
To enroll in Extra Hands Onboarding
you can contact 1-855-808-7951.
Laura Harris began in insurance in 1979 and
eventually opened her own Allstate agency in
1994 in Corpus Christi. Her 11 fully-licensed
employees have worked for her an average
of 11 years. Laura’s passion is empowering
agents personally and professionally.
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Let us
help
drive
your
success…
• 459 agents signed in 2019 – 11th consecutive year with over 400
new Member Agencies joining

• Highest commissions, national and local incentive overrides
• Access to the most competitive insurance companies
• Resources for training, marketing, small commercial lines

To learn how you could be the owner of your
own independent agency, contact us today.
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Five Tips To Renew Your Motivation
Robyn Sharp

EDITOR’S NOTE: Sometimes it’s the
small things that make all the difference
The new decade kicked off with a lot
of changes for many agencies. Commission rates and goal changes quickly
lead to marketing and staffing
changes.
When things like this happen, it can move us forward
in a new direction or leave
us feeling frustrated. Even
if your plans didn’t get turned
upside down, if you’ve been an
agent for a while, you might be feeling
bored or like you’re getting stuck in a rut.
It happens to all of us at some point.
Our motivation dips and we need to get
reenergized again. We need to find out
“who motivates the motivator.” Here are
five tips that might help you get started.

1. Take a Break

Running your own business is exhausting. You’re responsible for everything and everyone. It’s rewarding in so
many ways, but it’s easy to get burnt out
if you never step away.
Plan a weekend (or a few days more)
to step away from the office completely.
No email. No texts. No communication!
Do something that you enjoy and mentally take a break from the pressure of
your agency.
If you have a small agency, then it can
be even harder to leave because you are
so involved in the day-to-day operations.
But it’s still important for your mental
health.
Yes, your staff may have to take a million messages and people may need to
wait a day for an answer, but it will all
get taken care of eventually!

2. Read a Book or Take a Class
22 — Exclusivefocus

Sometimes a new strategy can boost
motivation. Grab a few new business
or marketing books at the bookstore or
library. I always enjoy learning about
something new and it inspires me to quit
doing the same old thing.
If there is a marketing skill
you’re wanting to learn in
2020, then why not take a
class about it? If there is an
area you feel you’re struggling with, then look for a
book or even a YouTube video
on that topic. A new perspective
can change things in a hurry!

3. Figure Out What is Draining
You and Get Some Help

What causes you the most stress each
day? Answering the phone? Emails?
Calling for policy assistance? Answering
billing questions?
Make a list of what you really dread or
want to avoid each day, and start looking at ways to outsource it. Can you train
a staff member? Is there software that
can automate it? Is there a better way to
handle this task? How can you make it
easier on yourself?
Getting rid of the tasks we hate is a
quick and painless way to instantly enjoy
our work more (and increase results fast).

4. Shake Things Up

Sometimes we just need a little change.
When was the last time you updated
anything in your office? Has it looked
exactly the same for the past 10+ years?
Is it time to rearrange the office furniture? Buy some new rugs or lamps?
Hang new art or posters on the walls?
Does it need a fresh coat of paint?
Should a cleaning service come in for a
deep clean?
What about your technology? Is it

slowing you down each day? Maybe it’s
time to update your computers or invest
in a new office chair if your back is aching every night. It seems silly, but a little
change of scenery can really boost morale and increase energy in your office.

5. Set Some New Goals

Goals can get boring too. Is every single month’s goal – Sell $X of premium?
If so, it’s no wonder you’re bored!
Set some new goals. Yes, we all need
to hit our new business premium goals
each month but there is a lot more that
we can do.
• If you’re easily hitting your sales
goal each month, double it!
• Set a goal to make a certain number
of phone calls each day or send a certain
number of texts or emails.
• Commit to posting on social media
or increasing your online connections.
• Make a goal to visit every real estate
office in town every quarter or to meet
every loan officer.
(Note: I’m not saying these are all
GOOD goals, but you get the idea!)
You can do the same thing for your team
members too.
Notice a theme here? Getting motivated is all about switching things up
a little! Step away from the day-to-day
stuff for a short break. Stretch your
mind into some new areas. Shake up
the environment around you. Cut out
the stuff that is making you miserable
and change your daily focus just a bit.
In no time at all, you’ll be ready to dive
back in at full speed!
Robyn Sharp is the owner of Mega Agency
Marketing and an independent insurance
agency in Arkansas. Visit AgencyUpdates.
com for more ideas to grow your agency!
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10 Successful Habits for Business Leaders
Scott Stars, Oak Street Funding

helps your follow-up activities become
more successful if your prospect is familiar with your agency before you call.

4. Responsive

W

orking in the insurance industry can be both a challenging and a rewarding
experience. That’s why it’s even more
important to have the right qualities and
habits to succeed. Here are ten of the
most common traits of highly successful
business men and women:

1. Ambitious and Determined

The most successful businesses do not rely
on luck, but work hard and focus on sales
while understanding that there will be rejections and setbacks along the way. Even if
you are a natural-born salesperson, or have
the right business skills and connections
in place from the start, thriving in this industry takes grit, energy and perseverance.
Your passion, along with a willingness to
work hard and build relationships, will help
you grow. Successful businesspeople also
keep the big picture in mind, setting short
and long-term goals for themselves and for
the business to achieve.

2. Natural Relationship Builder

Those who flourish often have an outgoing, gregarious personality, making it
easy for them to make lasting connec24 — Exclusivefocus

tions as they are networking and speaking with potential customers on the
phone. Sales involve developing a great
rapport with the customers you serve.
Customers want to feel as if they know,
like and trust you and that you have their
best interests in mind. Aside from getting to know them, you must also be able
to truly understand your customers so
that you can tailor the right product offering for their needs.

3. Highly Visible

With the competitive nature of the insurance industry, one must work to stay
top-of-mind as potential customers
weigh their options. Effectively marketing your business should include a
combination of several forms of communication, from outbound sales activities
to advertising, social media marketing,
email marketing and event sponsorship.
Communicating your message through a
variety of marketing channels will ensure
that all your potential customers hear
about your agency and that you are in
the right place at the right time when the
customer is ready to buy. Staying visible
through marketing and sponsorship also

The insurance business requires a different level of customer service than other
industries. On the retail agency level,
when customers call you to submit a
claim, they are typically dealing with a
stressful event, and their level of emotion
escalates. They want to know that you
are there when they need you, whether
it’s answering a quick question about
coverage or responding to a quote. If you
find ways to make you or your business
more available, even after normal business hours with access by phone or chat,
then you will impress your customers and
increase your perceived value to them.

5. Learns from a Mentor

No matter how many years of experience
you have, you can always learn from others who may have had success in a different market or using a different tactic.
Learn from a more experienced professional by asking them to become your
mentor. Find at least one individual who
has demonstrated success in the industry and take them out for lunch or coffee once a month. Or, create a peer or
referral partnership group to collaborate
online or in person regularly to motivate,
share success tips and encourage each
other. When you surround yourself with
successful people, you will quickly find
yourself more motivated to succeed too.

6. Listens and Serves Others

In the past, successful businesses could
make a comfortable living from earning great commissions. Today, the most
fruitful businesses genuinely care about
the customers they serve. Serving oth-
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ers first will earn you lasting loyalty from
your customers and will help you earn
even more valuable referrals from your
most enthusiastic fans.

7. Community Focused

Being well connected in your community can help you stand out among
other agents in the geographic area you
serve and give you opportunities to meet
and get to know potential customers.
Whether you decide to sponsor the little
league team, donate to a nonprofit organization close to your heart or donate
your team’s time toward a worthy project, understand that staying communityfocused can help your business grow as
well. Supporting your community can
also impact employee retention as many
people like to work for companies that
give back to their communities.

8. Prioritizes and Delegates

These traits are especially important
as the business expands. Great leaders
know that they can’t do it all, and are
willing to allow other employees to take
on some of the day-to-day activities and
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less-critical tasks. Outsourcing some of
your responsibilities will free up time for
you to focus on other areas of the business, such as relationship management or
customer retention.

9. Embraces Technology

While businesses survived decades ago
without the benefit of digital tools and
software, the future of success must include adapting to the new way of online
communication. Whether it’s improving
your website, using a customer relationship management software, optimizing
email marketing or becoming active on
social media, businesses must realize
that prospects are using the Internet to
research and assess potentially working
with them. Staying visible online and
embracing new and rapidly changing
technology shows that your business is
relevant and has staying power.

10. Displays Integrity

The most successful business leaders truly
stand out in terms of their heart and willingness to go the extra mile to help their
customers and staff. Honesty and trustwor-

thiness also go a long way in the insurance
industry, so be upfront with customers to
earn their trust. Those who display integrity are rewarded in the form of improved
loyalty and customer retention. Integrity
also extends to your support staff, so make
sure you are hiring people who understand
and live out your company culture.
While successful business leaders possess many of the core qualities mentioned
above, finding ways to incorporate even
a few of these habits into your current
business practice will move you closer to
the success you deserve.
Scott Stars is a sales leader for Oak Street
Funding. With experience in providing
more than $120 million in insurance industry loans, Scott truly understands insurance agency businesses and their unique
capital needs for acquisition funding, debt
consolidation, succession planning and
working capital. Scott has successfully led
sales organizations in highly competitive
environments and has developed growth
strategies specifically for insurance businesses. He can be reached at scott.stars@
oakstreetfunding.com.
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What Makes a Successful
EA/EFS Partnership?
David Erb

nitely positive. Both partners should be
compensated for the case, no matter who
writes it. That’s what makes it a partnership. Also, the removal of the IPS component for EAs will allow the partners to
devote more time to deepen relationships
with our customers, thus leading to higher
overall case size and Production Credit.
So, with all of this change, how do we
capitalize and grow our businesses? With
all of compensation change on growing
auto and home, an EA needs to have a
partner to help deepen the relationship
and gain more wallet share. For a lot of
EAs, an EFS partnership will be crucial
for them to succeed. So, what makes a
successful EA/EFS Partnership?

1. Goals and Goal Setting

I

f there is one thing that stays the same
at Allstate it is that there will always
be change. As a matter of fact, for
those who have been around a while, Allstate has usually been at the forefront of
change. Not only as a company and how
we do business with our customers, but
also as innovators in products, technology
and delivering the customer value proposition. Sometimes this has been a competitive edge and sometimes we have had to
go back to the drawing board but always,
as a company, we have tried to look forward to changes in the industry and how
we can adapt and thrive moving forward.
Welcome to 2020 at Allstate! We are
definitely in a year of change! Everything
from Variable Compensation changes
for Property and Casualty to Integrated
Services to changes in Life and ALR
28 — Exclusivefocus

Compensation. We are definitely at a
crossroads for how we will operate our
businesses moving forward. I have had
a great career at Allstate. I started out
as an EA and was successful, going on
trips and earning awards; I am extremely
grateful to and humbled by some of the
fantastic agents I was able to meet and
work with over those years. In 2018, I
sold my agency to one of those agents
and became an EFS with Allstate. I continue to work with that agent, as well as
several others, and I am looking forward
to building on our partnerships for the
years to come.
I have been asked on several occasions how the new ALR Compensation
Plan will affect EA/EFS partnerships
for 2020. To be honest, I believe that the
shift back to shared commission is defi-

The partnership must have realistic and
attainable goals. It’s easy to put some
numbers on a page and say that’s where I
want to be 12/31. But are we going to get
there? These goals need to be agreed upon
and disseminated to staff by both partners.
The staff must be able to buy in to the
goals. Most EAs have some sort of staff
compensation or incentives tied to the
goals. I believe in the carrot as opposed to
the stick in this case, but every staff member is motivated by different factors. Clear
communication between the EA and the
EFS on the quality of the referral from
staff needs to be agreed upon and every
effort for the EFS to educate the staff
member needs to be made. The EA has to
help generate referrals for the EFS but the
EFS has to generate referrals for the EA
as well. This can be P&C referrals, but it
also needs to be AFS business along with
it. Both partners need to be fully engaged
in the process and continually prospecting
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for each other. The goals also need to be
reviewed regularly to make sure that each
partner is on track and updated as needed
throughout the year.

2. Plan

So how do we get there? The Partnership Tool on the DASH system is a good
start. The plans need to include what
sort of marketing and advertisement will
be implemented. Also, EAs and EFSs
need to establish internal systems and
processes that will lead to referrals and
warm transitions. These should be both
inbound and outbound processes such
as Personalized Proposals, Risk Reviews
and Just Ask. Goals need to set on referrals, set appointments and kept appointments. This is crucial for both EAs
and EFSs. The EFS must prospect the
customer book of business along with
the EA, not only for AFS but also P&C.
The EFS has a Circle of Influence that
can be a great referral source for the EA
for both lines of business.

3. Communication and Access

Here is where the rubber meets the road.
The EFS must be accessible! EAs and
staff need to be able to reach the EFS
in several different ways. This means giving access to calendars, cell phone, text
and email. There is nothing more disappointing and demoralizing when an EA
or LSP makes a referral and the EFS
never even bothers to call. Accountability for follow-up on all referrals is also
a two-way street. If the EFS is not able
to reach the prospect, then the referrer
must make attempts find out the reason
why. This process needs to be able to be
measured and it needs to be consistent.
One of the ways I work with my EA
partners is through EAgent. EAs and
staff can list To-Do items for the EFS
that can be tracked by not only the EFS
and LSP but also by the EA. It allows for
notes to track progress of the lead or lead
disqualification if needed. I have heard of
other partnerships using Agency Zoom
in a similar way.
At a minimum, the EA and the EFS
need to meet monthly to review goals,
track progress and share pipeline reports.
This allows for changes in goals and
plans as incentives or market conditions
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change. These meetings allow for feedback for both partners to converse about
what is working and what is not.
One thing that can also help access ability is having loops that the staff are aware
of. For example, my EA staff know which
office that I am going to be at on any given
day of the week. This helps with appointment setting and maintains another line of
communication and presence. I usually try
to have one day a week (Friday) that I can
use as a float day if the prospect is not able
to meet on the normal allotted day or time.
Of course, appointments do take precedent
and schedules conflict but allowing the
staff access to my calendar helps to keep
everybody in the loop.

4. Education

You reap what you sow. I believe the
most important job of the EFS is to help
educate and train the EA’s staff to do
three things. They are: 1. Know what to
look for, 2. Know what to ask, 3. Know
how to ask it.
Most LSPs are not at all comfortable
asking questions that might illicit another
question that they might not feel educated
enough to answer. So instead they don’t
ask at all or stumble through the question
and come across as too “salesy” and insincere. The education does not need to be
detailed but just the bullet points that can
be reiterated clearly and consistently.
Mortgage on the home, transfer in, marriage, retiring or new child are all triggers
that the LSP need to be listening for in

their day-to-day conversations with customers, but they also need to be educated
on why. These are all life events that most
people don’t give the appropriate time and
planning for. They need our help and LSPs
need to know the “why” to help protect our
customers from all the risks that happen in
life, not just the car accident or the tree falling on the house.
Educating staff on what to look for
should be coupled with what to ask. These
scripts can be simple, consistent and easily replicated and repeated. If an EFS can
master this process, he will never have to
complain about the quality of the referral
ever again. Otherwise LSPs will throw
whatever they can against the wall and see
what sticks. This ultimately leads to frustration with the EFS and eventually complete shutdown. The LSP starts to see the
questions as something to get through as
fast as possible to get to the quote and it
becomes a chore, not an opportunity.
It’s a new year and a great new opportunity to really drive revenue to your
business through ALR, whether you
are writing solo or through an EA/EFS
partnership. Capitalize on every opportunity you can this year and best wishes
to you and your business growth!
David Erb is a current EFS in Tennessee
after having a successful career as an EA. He
is a former Ray Lynch Award winner and
former member of both the NAB and RAB.
David is a former NAPAA Board of Directors member.
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ARIZONA

Cottonwood & Camp Verde
Stecko Insurance
928.219.8383
Asking Price: $789,130
PIF: 3273
Premium: $3,507,248
2-Locations Can Sell Together or
Separately. Well established, over
20 years in the same area. Exclusive agent with a Combined
Retention of 82.53%, loss ratio
of 43.04%. High performing and
very profitable agencies. 3,273 Policies in Force in both agencies and
total items of 4,633.

Gilbert
Jason Davis Inc
360.430.3265
Asking Price: $450,000
PIF: 1600
Premium: $2,200,000

Goodyear
Integrity Insurance LLC
623.208.6922
Asking Price: $300,000
PIF: 1163
Premium: $1,420,000
Need to sell due to medical issues.

CALIFORNIA

Corona

Lilia Medina Insurance
Agency
626.230.3315
Asking Price: $210,000
PIF: 740
Premium: $1,258,300
Price includes office furniture,
phones, headsets, printers/scanners.
Price is negotiable. $154,000 brokered business. Considered established agency and NO IS requirement.

San Jose
Katherine Kinney
408.375.3800
Asking Price: TBD
PIF: 2173
Premium: $3,000,000
Family owned for 52 years. Agent
is willing to finance purchase.
Agent will train an outside buyer
and staff willing to stay on$3M
Bob plus brokering business, Retention is 91% and Loss Ratio is 36%.
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Ontario
Allstate Agency
760.989.9922
Asking Price: $650,000
PIF: 736
Premium: $1,500,000
81% retention, commercial certified
Agency, located in heavy industrial
area. Asking price includes furniture
and computers. Please contact Maria. Selling due to medical reasons.

Denver

COLORADO

Insure All Financial Services
Inc, dba Charlotte Gonzales
720.353.8402
Asking Price: $458,000
PIF: 1325
Premium: $1,850,000

Longmont
Martens Insurance Agency LLC
970.290.3800
Asking Price: $800,000
PIF: 1683
Premium: $2.6 million
20-year-old scratch agency with
92% P&C retention and 98% life
retention. 24 month adjusted loss
ratio of 38%. Bilingual agency.
Agent wishes to retire.

Longmont
The Ferguson Agency
720.552.6949
Asking Price: $30,000
PIF: 175
Premium: $200,000
ECP eligible office opened 12/1/18.
Current lease has 2 years remaining and an option to renew for 3
years after that. All office furniture
and equipment included.

Loveland
Bendele Insurance Agency Inc
970.222.0466
p.bendele@comcast.net
Asking Price: $875,000
PIF: 2183
Premium: $3,400,000
Agent is retiring. Located in the
fastest growing area in the state - a
hot market! Between two population centers: Denver and Fort Collins. Low fixed expenses. Bilingual
office.

Agencies for Sale

CONNECTICUT

Guilford

The Colella Agency
203.500.2164
Asking Price: Best Offer
PIF: 3309
Premium: $4,300,000
This 40-year-old agency is a multiple award-winning agency.
2,871 (Allstate paper) Policies
in force plus brokered homeowners’ policies 438 policies = the total
combined is 3,309 PIF. Households
HH 1500. 91.43% retention. 4.3
million book of business including.
Loss ratio 45%. Bundling 65%.
TPP is 466,032.

Wallingford
United Agencies, LLC
203.415.3808
Asking Price: $625,000
PIF: 1350
Premium: $2,400,000
30+ year agency is located on busy
route 5 and surrounded by highend car dealerships making it a
great location to develop those relationships. Market Brokered business is $150,000 in premium and
112 policies in force. Agency owner
is looking to retire.

FLORIDA

Boca Raton

Craig Delanoy
561.271.1509
Asking Price: $450,000
PIF: 900 with brokered book
Premium: $1,800,000 with brokered book
30-year agent located in a great
city to live Boca Raton minutes
from blue water beaches. Nice
newer office located next to Publix
Supermarket.

Agencies for Sale
Edgewater
Harshaw & Associates
386.290.5654
Asking Price: $850,000
(x real estate)
PIF: 2,470
Premium: $3,600,000
21-year turnkey agency. Longterm clients - 86% retention, 42%
LR, AES 176. 65% Allstate, 35%
Ivantage brokered. Detailed financials available upon request.

Jacksonville
Shy Singleton Insurance LLC
904.233.2812
Asking Price: $170,000
PIF: 340 Allstate 317 Brokerage
Premium: $687,275 $302,098

Margate
Allstate Agency
954.675.3981
Asking Price: $219,000
PIF: 500
Premium: $1,000,000
31-year turnkey agency located on
major highway with extra-large
marquis sign at roadway. Current
rent $995.00 for 800 SF office,
very high customer satisfaction.

Melbourne
Jesse Pineiro
321.223.3305
Asking Price: $350,000
PIF: 1100
Premium: $2,000,000
I have $1.7m Allstate and $300k
Ivantage. Annual income is just
over $200K. Office has 2 closed offices and open space with 2 desks
currently. I have had up to 4 desks in
the open area and there is one more
in the back office. Sale comes with all
office furniture and technology

Boynton Beach
Banyan Financial Group
561.303.3938
Asking Price: $290,000
PIF: 600
Premium: Allstate and brokered
$1,200,000
Great location on busy Woolbright
Rd. 2020 will be the year for sales
and growth. Current rent $1,560/
mo 800 sf.
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Milton

Agencies for Sale
Spring Hill

Outstanding NW Florida
Agency Now Available!
888.381.8187
Asking Price: $1,250,000
Premium: Approximately
$4,300,000 including brokered
business
Established 19-year turnkey
agency – building included in the
price! This legacy agency has been
in the same location for over 20
years! This $4.3M earned premium agency consistent of a preferred auto/homeowner customer
base with excellent opportunity for
growth in cross sales as well as life/
financial services.

Veres Insurance
727.967.3438
Asking Price: $750,000
Premium: $2,900,000
2 employees with 21 years of experi
ence. 20 years at the same main
street location. Agent retiring. Loss
ratio 48%. Retention 88%. Agency
poised for growth.

Nocatee

West Palm Beach

Pennington Insurance Services
904.347.2443
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $550,000 Allstate/330,000 Brokered
In crossroads of one of fastest growing communities in the entire country, with new neighborhoods popping up daily in master planned
communities. On busy US Hwy 1
that is five minutues from the intersate, 10 minutues from Jacksonville and 5 minutes to the beach.

Orlando
B. Kendall Gregory Agency Inc.
407.680.1865
Asking Price: $170,000
Premium: Cash flow $7,500 a
month
Price is negotiable.

Plant City
Feola Insurance Agency
813.545.1999
Asking Price: $700,000
PIF: 1860
Premium: $2,800,000
34-year agency. Three long-term
LSP 20-5Yys. 90.3 retention.
Ivantage brokered business also for
sale. Agent is retiring.

Ponte Vedra Beach City
Anderson Agencies of NE FL Inc
904.687.3000
Asking Price: $900,000
PIF: 1550
Premium: $400,000
Nice book in a very nice town.
Price is negotiable within reason.
Call me for details.
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Honolulu

Allstate Agency
808.723.5229 (c)
Asking Price: $1,200,000
PIF: 5126
Premium: $3.5 Million
Well established book of business
which has a great mix of P&C,
L&H, and commercial accounts.

Tampa/Odessa
de Almenara Agency
813.727.2745
8517gunn@gmail.com
Asking Price: $1,100,000
Premium: $3,000,000
Allstate $1,600,000 Expanded

HAWAII

Boise

IDAHO

SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $5,200,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

Bronco Insurance
208.850.3640
Asking Price: $569,000
PIF: 2380
Premium: $2,150,000
Fast growing Allstate agency for
sale. Approx $2.1 Million book of
business plus $150K in brokered
biz. Inner Circle, National Conference winner in last 3 years. Established in 2016, great staff, 5 LSP’s.
This book has grown approx $200K
a year in premium growth. Owner
will carry a portion of the sale.

GEORGIA
Atlanta

Aurora

Leidigh and Associates
404.233.5650
Asking Price: $775 000
PIF: 1740
Premium: $2.8 Million
Great retention (auto 88.89 first
year/total PP&C Retention 81.43)
and loss ratio 38.64. Can purchase
or lease building direct. Or, can purchase book with or without building
purchase and/or lease.

Norcross
The Dargani Agency
404.376.3157
Asking Price: $375,000
PIF: 1186
Premium: $1,634,000
Selling agency in Norcross, GA.
Going for a great price. Please call
or email for more details.

ILLINOIS

Roncone Insurance Group, Inc.
markroncone@allstate.com
Asking Price: $140,000
PIF: 582
Premium: $710,000
Please contact via email

Chicago
Jim DeFrancesca
847.275.4499
Asking Price: $390,000
PIF: 1350
Premium: $1,888,000
The sale is just for the book of business. The buyer will pick a location with management approval,
or combine with an existing book
probably on the north side or west
side of Chicago or downtown.

Agencies for Sale
Lake Forest
Allstate/North Shore
Insurance Group
ericeckenstahler@gmail.com
Asking Price: please email to
discuss
PIF: 2230
Premium: $3,450,000
Great cash flow opportunity in
amazing town. Multiple awardwinning office. 94% retention and
170 AES. High premium, low PIF
count. Very low rent and overhead
expenses for office space. Licensed
staff in place for over 20 years.

Lincolnshire
Exume-Bitoy Insurance
Agency
847.219.7682
Asking Price: Please contact for
price
PIF: 2.5
Premium: $799,214
Well-established agency. This book
is 90% personal lines with approximately 10% commercial lines. Good
loss ratio and retention. Low overhead, low rent, new owner will have
the option to stay or leave. Earn ALR
bonus in 2019. Cash flows well.

INDIANA

Cumberland, Greenfield,
Shelbyville, Greensburg
Richards Insurance Agency Inc (4)
812.614.0960
Asking Price: Negotiable
PIF: 6,600
Premium: $8,000,000
Agent willing to finance part of
purchase.

Decatur
Eric Horvath Allstate Agency
260.724.2244
Asking Price: $210,000
Premium: $1,000,000
Low rent (new landlord is doing
some renovations inside and out to
the building). Located Downtown
by the courthouse, many walk-ins as
this is a walking/jogging community.
Business building renovations and
community activities are increasing.
Low utilities. Listing includes computers, monitors, desks, and phones.
Part-time LSP/CSR employed, interviewing for full time LSP.
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Dyer
Baranowski Insurance Agency
219.864.1849
Asking Price: $290,000
Premium: $1,200,000

Indianapolis
Gary Schonfeld Agency
317.786.1800
Asking Price: $315,000
PIF: 1710
Premium: $821,439,000
Well establish Allstate agency has
been in business for 32 years. Retention is 90% and agent is retiring.

Indianapolis Area
Allstate Agency
indianapolisallstateagent@gmail.
com
Asking Price: $750,000
PIF: 2200
Premium: $2,900,000
Well established agency for sale due
to agent retiring. Staff, equipment
and marketing in place. Have
hit new bonuses in 2020. Retention rate is over 89%. The owner
is willing to partially finance sale
subject to credit. Low expenses and
good cashflow.

South Bend
John Davenport
johndavenport@allstate.com
Asking Price: Negotiable
PIF: 728
Premium: $906,961
My office is located just 1 block from
the Notre Dame campus on a heavily traveled thruway. I own the
building and would be willing to
rent to the new agent. Our agency
has been at this location for 32
years. I am also willing to finance
the purchase.

West Lafayette
Matt Kopf Agency
765.426.2477
Asking Price: $599,000
PIF: 1990
Premium: $2,250,000
35-year-old book of business, 2.25
premium, older stable accounts, 2
licensed staff, office includes 3 computers and work stations, 3 VOIP
Phone systems plus furniture. Price
is 599k.
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Wichita

KANSAS

The Wurfel Agency
316.518.2148
Asking Price: $550,000
PIF: 1035
Premium: $1,730,000
Two agency owner selling 18-yearold scratch agency. Includes
$165,000 in Ivantage buisness.
Rent is $870 all-inclusive and
includes space for 5 people, with
room for expansion. 2nd agency in
Olathe, KS will be for sale within
the next year so owner can retire.
Date Posted: March 13, 2020

LOUISIANA

Alexandria

Windi Attales Agency
318.201.1786
Asking Price: $575,000
Premium: $2.050 Million
Tenured Book of Business with
high visibility. Leased office space
with a full-functioning kitchen
and four separate office spaces. EFS
housed within office building. 88%
retention rate; 35% LR; tons of
growth opportunity; 2018 Circle of
Champions. Approximately $140K
in brokered business.

Lafayette
Ronnie Dressel Agency
337.981.5211
Asking Price: $800,000
PIF: 1321
Premium: $2,589,198

St. Martinville
Ronnie Dressel Agency
337.981.5211
Asking Price: $1,200,000
30-year agency. Has about
300,000 in brokered premium.

Agencies for Sale

MARYLAND

Ellicott City

Walker Insurance Agency, Inc.
703.395.7050
Asking Price: $619,900
PIF: 1943
Premium: $2,678,954
40+ year 2nd generation agency
located in Howard County, Md.
Licensed in Maryland, Delaware,
and Virginia. Retention is 93.6
and Loss Ratio 40.3. Agent retiring and willing to assist with transition.

Glen Burnie
Taylor/Young Agency
410.908.0265
Asking Price: $505,000
PIF: 2025
Premium: $2,696,000
This agency has a loyal customer
base - has been in the same area
for more than 45 years and has
had only 2 owners. This is a heavy
traffic area, auto and foot. Current
leased space is 1,900 square feet
and expires in 2021. In addition
to owner, staffed with 1 full and 1
part time agent, both P&C/Life &
Health Licensed.

Nottingham
Donna Magsamen Inc
410.256.5500
Asking Price: $275,000
Premium: $1,103,496
Established office been at this location for 30 years. Area is growing,
new home and families moving
in. I also own the building office is
in, if interested. Half is rented out
so there is also income potential as
well. The other half is my office, on
main road. Lots of traffic.

Rockville
Barbara L. Dean Agency
301.309.0801(o)
301.706.8100(c)
Asking Price: TBD
PIF: 1440
Premium: $1,950,000
39-year Rockville agency with
91% retention and 31% LR on
prime location. Agent available as
LSP.

Agencies for Sale
Salisbury
Fred Pastore, Inc
410.860.0866
Asking Price: Negotiable
PIF: 937
Premium: $1,390,965
LR 40.8%, Retention 88.7%. High
traffic location. Agent will stay on
as LSP.

MASSACHUSETTS

Somerville

Brasil Insurance Agency
781.718.4811
Asking Price: $450,000
PIF: 1,800
Premium: $2.1 Million
Full ECP Eligible agency. Circle of
Champions Award, 2017. Chamber of Commerce neighborhood
Business of the Year, 2017. Regional Ray Lynch Award winner,
2018. Inner Circle Elite Award,
2018. Somerville Scout magazine
- Best Insurance Agency in Somerville, 2019. 32% loss ratio. 89%
retention.

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis

Lois A Castaneda Agency Allstate
612.267.2800 or 612.871.6830
Asking Price: $350,000
PIF: 1,145
Premium: $1,412,000
31 Year Agent Retiring. 90% Retention, 35% LR. Downtown
within walking distance.

MICHIGAN

South Lyon

Cournay Agency Inc
248.486.2800
Asking Price: $400,000
PIF: 1140
Premium: $2,000,000
Long time established agency, one
of the fastest growing areas in
Michigan. 91% retention, 56%
bundling, 27% loss ratio, and 51k
production credit last year. Priced to
sell, call and ask for Tom.
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Biloxi

MISSISSIPPI

Ernie Chaffin Allstate Agency
228.243.4609
Asking Price: $250,000
955,000+ in earned premium. Enhanced premium available for this
agency. 94.5% retention. Brokered
book available.

Ellisville
Niezgoda Agency LLC
601.498.0149
Asking Price: $250,000
PIF: 566
Premium: $1,170,304
Auto retention 86.45%. Home retention 90.45%. Loss ratio 23.87%.

MISSOURI

Cape Girardeau

Kathy Darby
573.334.0996
Asking Price: Negotiable
PIF: 1156
Premium: $1,682,400

Joplin
Trujillo Inc
417.624.4916
Asking Price: $225,000
PIF: 1400
Premium: $1,255,623
34-year agency. Price includes
custom made furniture and all office equipment. Price is 2.0 annual
commission.

Springfield
Jennifer Posey Agency, LLC
417.827.8909
Asking Price: $675,000
PIF: 2053
Premium: $2,765,702
Allstate Book Size: $2,657,027 (12
month written & advanced premium-up 8.03% NET over last year;
up 12.9% on new business premium). Household Multi Category:
71.06% Net Retention: 89.46%
Adj Loss Ratio: 36.88% 12 MM/
41.69% 24 MM ALR: 180 active
life & Securities: $1.35M+ Plus
approx 125 expanded market policies. Agency has been in same location 30+ years.
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Billings

MONTANA

Rowe Insurance Agency Inc
406.652.2510
Asking Price: $325,000
PIF: 950
Premium: $1,300,000
2007 scratch agency, agent retiring.
Excellent long-term customer base.
90% retention, 75% HHB

Helena
Martin Agency
406.442.5993
Asking Price: $300,000
PIF: 1180
Premium: $1,300,000
Big Sky County - 1.5 M agency for
sale. $300,000. 20-year agency with
great location, lease available and furnishing can stay. Retention 86.45%,
loss ratio 34.82%, AES 177, 55%
bundle. Book has great opportunity for
cross-selling and life insurance.

Missoula
Cliff Plantz Insurance Inc
406.544.1446
Asking Price: $480,000
PIF: 1800
Premium: $2,100,000
Book also has over $500k in seeded
premium earning 3.5% commissions.

NEVADA

Las Vegas

Cox Family Insurance
702.834.5100
Asking Price: $340,000
PIF: 1143
Premium: $1.6+ million
Tenured book of business in fastest
growth area of Las Vegas. Over 1.6
million TPP. Very nice office space
in exclusive location with all furniture and computers available. *Special note* with Allstate approval it
may be possible to add a second book
valued at over 1.4 million for a
combined 3 million.

Las Vegas
Allstate Agency
702.281.9427 (c)
Asking Price: Negotiable
PIF: 2385
Premium: $4,005,666 Allstate
$39,836 Ivantage (Brokered)
Please use personal email and cell
number to contact with any questions.

Agencies for Sale
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Las Vegas

Horseheads

JLH Family Agency
702.768.2994
Asking Price: $225,000
PIF: 870 | Premium: $1,500,000
Must sell ASAP.

The Sutter Agency
607.739.7991
Asking Price: $675,000
PIF: 2550
Premium: $2,800,000 plus Ivantage Book
Turn key profitable border agency
with built in ALR money making machine. Long tenured book.
Newly renovated 1200 square ft
office located in high traffic count
strip plaza. Agent will stay on as a
consultant for a limited amount of
time. 39% LR, 915 retention.

North Las Vegas
Allstate Agency Inc
702.518.9646
Asking Price: $250,000
PIF: 1130
Premium: $1,491,739
Should be able to qualify for ECP.
Exceeded top ECP tier by 2 times
in less than 2 years. I am working
on getting fully staffed again for
purchase. All desks and 9 computers
and 6 desks will be sold with it.

Sparks Reno
Kulla Agency Allstate
775.287.8884
Asking Price: $435,000
PIF: 1523
Premium: $1,950,783
91.49% persistency. 177 AES
Score. Last 4 years Honor Ring
Agency. $6k to $8k a month positive cash flow after all expenses
and debt service. Financing prescreened and ready to go.

NEW JERSEY

Cranford

Asset Consulting LLC
908.931.9214
Asking Price: $900,000
PIF: 2262
Premium: $4,000,000

NEW YORK

Brooklyn

SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $3,400,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

Nassau County Border
Allstate Agency
516.281.6061
Asking Price: $1,500,000
PIF: 3262
Premium: $5,404,148

New City
David M Brand Agency, Inc.
914.393.1723
Asking Price: $1,300,000
Negotiable
PIF: 2703
Premium: $4,421,788
15 Year Multiple Award-Winning
Established Agency available.
Retention 92.95%. Loss Ratio
42.29%. 66% Bundling. 300K+
Ivantage BOB. 40K+ Flood BOB.
240 Life Policies, 126 of which are
Term. Appx 2.5MM Securities.

Niagara Falls
T.A. Passero Agency, Inc.
716.297.5000
Asking Price: $800,000
PIF: 3,054 and 4,077 IIF P&C
plus 376 ALR PIF
Premium: $3,555,766
41 years in the business and time
to retire.

Pomona
Matt Matthews Agency
845.362.1700
Asking Price: $489,950
PIF: 1890
Premium: $2,200,000
Open to negotiation.
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Port Jefferson Station

Queens

Mooresville

Dayton

Peter J Castagna Insurance
Agency
631.902.8933
Asking Price: $900,000
PIF: 1,420
Premium: $2,870,000
LR 30.80%, Retention 92.03%.
35-year agent retiring.

SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $3,700,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

Rochester

Wheatley Heights

George Fisher Agy LLC
937.665.1840
Asking Price: $335,000
PIF: 1224
Premium: $1,338,000
Office borders Kettering/Oakwood
area. Home and auto is 82.76%
of book. Auto retention 89.90%.
Home retention 93.67%.

Schroeder Agency
585.330.7322
Asking Price: Negotiable
PIF: 2800
Premium: $2,700,000
Successful agency, great traffic and
location. Owner retiring.

Richard E Johnson Insurance
Agency
631.643.7000
Asking Price: $275,000
PIF: 542
Premium: $1,232,626
I am a 30-year agent with a 92%
renewal ratio.

James McCall
704.662.5012
Asking Price: $650,000
PIF: 3330
Premium: $3,670,000
Loss ratio 41.32. 36 year agency.
Very stable. Stand-alone office building available for sale ($250,000),
otherwise very reasonable rent
(1800 sq ft for $1800/mo).

Raleigh

Allstate Agency
Asking Price: $575,000
PIF: 2404
Premium: $2,260,847
Very profitable agency with unique
competitive advantage in my market.

Scotia
The Brault Agency - Allstate
518.425.4016
Asking Price: 150,000
Premium: $687,000
Award winning book of business the last 3 out of 5 years. High
bundling rate of 73%, retention at
93%.

NORTH CAROLINA

Asheville

Gloria Berlin Agency
828.298.2483
Asking Price: $237,500
PIF: 1279
Premium: $865,000

Selden

Davidson

Robert B Randell Agency
631.258.4108
Asking Price: $1,200,000 neg
PIF: 2119
Premium: $4,500,000 Plus vantage and brokered business
30 year plus agency looking to retire. Located in high traffic strip
mall. 92.69 retention ratio, 36.09
loss ratio, 62.29 bundling and life
goals at 10x PIF. 6 desks/computers
and office contents included.

The Chester Agency
516.375.5243
Asking Price: $445,000
PIF: 1448
Premium: $1,650,000
High quality customer book purchased from 30-year agent 4 years
ago. 89% retention with very little
non-standard auto. Loss Ratio
24MM 37%. $53,000 in ALR
PCs in 2019. Office is in beautiful
location in highly sought out town
of Davidson.

Suffern
Dean Gentile Agency LLC
845.642.3637
Asking Price: $1,150,000
PIF: 2900
Premium: $4,400,000
Premier agency fantastic book of
business for sale. Brand new remodeled office and new furniture
2017. Bundle 67%. Retention
92.41%. Loss Ratio 45%. 2016
- Honor Ring Winner. 2017 Honor Ring & National Conference Winner. 2018 - Honor Ring
Winner. 2019 - On Pace Achieved
Production Credit.
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Matthews
Ireland Agency Inc
980.254.7776
Asking Price: $420,000
D!
PIF: 1754 SOL
Premium: $2,200,000
32-year agent retiring. 89.9%
retention. Owns office condo in
downtown Matthews. Will sell or
lease. Owner financing available.

Dominate Insurance Group Inc.
919.213.7688
Asking Price: $175,000
PIF: 680
Premium: $811,000
Small established Allstate agency
located in a great office condo. No
lease assumption necessary as rent
is month to month. This $800K
earned premium agency consists of
a preferred auto/homeowner customer base with excellent opportunity for growth in cross sales as well
as life/financial services. Owner
may be available to assist during a
transition period if needed.

Raleigh & Zebulon
The Narron Agencies (2)
919.524.1555
Asking Price: $385,000 Raleigh
$375,000 Zebulon
PIF: 1700 Raleigh 1175 Zebulon
Premium: $1,400,000 Raleigh
$1,200,000 Zebulon
In Raleigh - would need to assume lease, $1125 per month, 1200
square feet. In Zebulon - building is
for sale or new business buyer could
rent space in building, $1200 per
month, building for sale $185,000.

Ashland

OHIO

Snook Agency
419.606.2471 (c)
419.281.5501 (o)
Asking Price: $450,000
PIF: 2003
Premium: $2,113,000
Only agency in the county. Rent
is $600 a month. All office equipment stays. Ready for immediate
take over.

Dayton

Dayton
Allstate Agency
937.340.1225
Asking Price: $550,000
PIF: 1983 Premium: $2,151,000
Excellent opportunity to own an almost 20-year old established agency.
Retention rate of approx. 90%. Adjusted paid loss ratio approx. 36%.
The agency is appointed in both
Ohio & MichiganAll furniture,
fixtures, and computer equipment
included in the sale price.

Fairfield
Steele Family Insurance
513.252.2014
Asking Price: $300,000
PIF: 1500
Premium: $1,214,864
Agency ready to move in to 2300 sq
ft office $800 per month lease on a
main street in Fairfield. Set up for
6 LSPs.

Mansfield
Allstate/Bindner Insurance
Group
614.403.0921
Asking Price: $305,000
Premium: $1.4 Million
Great Office Location

Rocky River
Insurance Agency
440.570.8551
Asking Price: $515,000
PIF: 1911
Premium: $2,056,000
91% Retention. 75% HHB. 36%
Loss Ratio. Great location, high
traffic area.
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Tulsa

OKLAHOMA

C. Jeff Farquhar Agency
918.369.5111 (o)
918.289.8752 (m)
Asking Price: $730,000
PIF: 1440
Premium: $3,000,000
Retention 88%. Loss Ratio 37%.
Annual Revenue (2018, 2019)
$303,000 average plus bonuses.
Annual Expenses (2018, 2019)
$200,000 average.

Eugene

OREGON

Swanson Insurance Corp
541.521.5282
Asking Price: $280,000
PIF: 1539
Premium: $1,290,520
28-year turnkey agency; Agent is
retiring. 11-2019 Metrics: Net
Retention is 89.13, PIF-1539. Assumable lease in strip mall. Furniture and equipment included.

PENNSYLVANIA

Bucks County

SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $2,800,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

Philadelphia
Advantage Gold Ins Associates
LLC
215-464-9979 (o)
267-818-0978 (c)
Asking Price: $120,000 Negotiable
PIF: 551 ( Jan 2020)
Premium: $783, 631 Written &
Adv 12MM ( Jan. 2020)
The LLC is partnered with a Century 21 Broker, housed in their
corp office. May also purchase 1/2
ownership (half the price) and
maintain current office & referral
relationship as Agency Principal
change only. Or purchase outright.
Attained Enhanced Comm -Feb.
2020.
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Philadelphia

Mount Pleasant

D Lewis Insurance Agency
215.356.9217
Asking Price: $1,200,000
PIF 2995
Premium: $4,850,000
Loss ratio 44%, retention 90.7, office location/building available for
purchase at a later date.

Todd Murph Agency, LLC
843.224.1452
Asking Price: $450,000
PIF: 1329
Premium: $1,788,000 total Allstate and brokered
Established in October 2013 and
is located in a growing community.
Allstate/Brokered above $1.7 Million earned. Customer loyalty has
created great retention in the book
along with multi-line and low loss
ratios are excellent. 5-time Honor
Ring, 2-time Inner Circle Elite,
2-time Allstate Leader’s Forum,
2-time National Conference and
1-time Circle of Champions.

Robinson Township
Kocak Agency
412.787.5141
Asking Price: $275,000
PIF: 1090
Premium: $1,451,336
Current EA is willing to stay as
LSP for short transition period to
help new EA meet minimum LSP
requirement and to assist with retention.

RHODE ISLAND

Washington County

SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $3,300,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia

SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $2,300,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga

Allstate Insurance Company Phil Downey Agency
423.894.9595
Asking Price: $375,000
PIF: 1170
Premium: $1,552,463
92% rent. 26.4% L/R. 22+ year
agent retiring. Purchased from 33+
year agent that started in sears.

Columbia
Mike Baltzer Agency
931.381.6800
Asking Price: $325,000
PIF: 1129
Premium: $1,536,747
I have been an agent with Allstate
for 40 years and my retention ratio
is 91.55%

McMinnville
Newby-Murray Agency
931.473.2626
Asking Price: $425,000
PIF: 1160
Premium: $1,600,000
Retention 5 year 88.34%. Loss ratio 28.05%.

Agencies for Sale

Abilene

TEXAS

Tom Massey Agency
325.669.6904
Asking Price: Please contact
Premium: $2,600,000
2019 Commissions: $262,000.
98% Allstate book. 35 years in same
location in fast growing area. Good
loss ratio and retention. Owner
ready to retire and make a good
deal! Price negotiable. Let’s talk
now!

Dallas
SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $4,500,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

East Coast
Texas Allstate Agency – 2 Locations
928.445.1144
Asking Price: $3,500,000
Premium: $10,331,270
This well-established Allstate
Agency has been in operation for
over 25. This is a $10.3M book of
business and operated out of two locations which are within 20 miles
of each other. 89% retention. Gross
Commissions are $1.1 million.

Flower Mound
Derek Wallace Family Agency
817.688.7103
Asking Price: TBD
PIF: 912
Premium: $1,600,000
4-year-old agency in a growing
and prosperous area of DFW.

Killeen
SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Reduced Price: $850,000
Premium: $3,400,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855-306-8627 to start the process.
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VIRGINIA

Mansfield and Arlington
Lezlee Liljenberg Agency
817.999.2463
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $4,400,000 /
$1,250,000
Two books - larger approx $4.4M,
satellite $1.2M. Will need approval to sell together. Agency started
from scratch in 2004, purchased
satellite in 2007. Strong agency,
very involved in the community.

McKinney
Edwards Allstate Agency
972.740.3733
Asking Price: $488,000
PIF: 970
Premium: $2,006,848
Agent retiring. Offer a high retention (91.05%), low loss ratio
(39%). Stable book of business in a
high-growth community in North
Texas.

Mesquite
SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $2,300,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

San Angelo
SAMM Business Marketing Seller Rep
855.306.8627
Asking Price: Negotiable
Premium: $2,900,000
Broker representative. Contact
SAMM Business Marketing at
855.306.8627 to start the process.

Willis
Lewis Creek Agency
936.263.8370
Asking Price: $80,000
PIF: 429
Premium: $286,831 EP,
$470,983 WP
Agency owner offering full control
of an up and coming agency.
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Gate City

Lowe Insurance
276.356.6972
Asking Price: $207,000
PIF: 1,200
Premium: $1,400,000
Thirty-year-old agency for sale.
Only Allstate Agent in area. Building also for sale.

Leesburg
Dane David Agency
703.881.6896
Asking Price: $597,000
PIF: 1782
Premium: $2,366,000
91% retention, 58% multi-category, 44% loss ratio, 6% life penetration, 1 bilingual LSP.

Springfield
Shao Insurance Agency - Allstate
202.390.6300
Asking Price: 2.0 Multiplier
PIF: 1029
Premium: $1,440,562
Please text or call 202.390.6300.

Suffolk
Nemish Insurance Agency, Inc.
757.589.5770 (c)
Asking Price: $243,000
PIF: 1075
Allstate Premium: $110,000
Allstate
Turn key sale, low expenses, main
street, downtown, owner will finance 80% of sale price over 72
months. Everything transfers.
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Kennewick
Whitney Insurance Group &
Financial Services, Inc.
509.735.3456
Asking Price: $238,000
PIF: 1239 Premium: $1,391,799
Services Washington and Oregon,
located on the state border. Excellent retention and location. The
area is experiencing lots of growth
and new development. All reasonable offers considered. All equipment furnishings, signs, and marketing swag included. Must sell!

WISCONSIN

Janesville

Adam Johnston Agency
608.751.8938
Asking Price: $460,000
PIF: 2300
Premium: $2,300,000

Casper

WYOMING

Hepner Agency Inc
307.259.9792
Asking Price: Negotiable
PIF: 2,700
Premium: $3,600,000
23-year agency. 32 years’ experience among staff. Great retention
and LR. Agent retiring.

WASHINGTON

Edmonds

Lake Washington Insurance
425.821.1950
Asking Price: $230,000
PIF: 963 | Premium: $1,207,000
Great location in strip mall with
restaurants and services and reasonable walk traffic. 6 desks, conference table and setup, presentation LCD monitor, printer (2),
refrigerator, supplies, background
sound system, and several computers. Great space with lunchroom
and bathroom in space.
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For 15 years, we at Capital Resources have been fortunate
enough to serve insurance agency entrepreneurs by
providing them the loans they need to follow their dreams
of business ownership and growth. During these 15 years,
we’ve provided agency owners across the country with
loans through the good times and the challenging
times knowing how important agents like you are to
communities across the United States.
In celebration of our 15 year anniversary, we want to
celebrate all of our current, previous, and future customers
by saying THANK YOU.
Thank you for the work you do to protect what’s most
important to your customers. Thank you for the work you
do to support your communities. Thank you for giving
us the opportunity to be a part of your lives.

From all of us at Capital Resources,
THANK YOU!

Loans for: Acquisitions • Refinances • Working Capital
Untitled-2 1
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NAPAA’s Mission Statement
NAPAA is dedicated to the success of Allstate
Exclusive Agency Owners and to advance the
independence and entrepreneurial spirit of our
members.

Exclusivefocus
National Association of
Professional Allstate Agents, Inc.
Exclusivefocus and DirectExpress are official publications of NAPAA - The National Association of Professional Allstate Agents, Inc. No part of this publication
may be reproduced without prior written permission of
the publisher. It is the policy of this publication to reflect
the professional thoughts and attitudes of our members
and to advance the professionalism of the insurance industry to the ultimate benefit of the insuring public.
The views expressed by NAPAA, or any of its positions
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behalf of this organization, are expressly those of NAPAA,
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NAPAA’s Goals
Our goals are subject to alteration, influenced by
a constantly changing environment and the needs
and wishes of our members.
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members to act
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• Make tools and resources available for members
in an effort to increase agency value and success.
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BECOME THE OWNER
OF YOUR OWN
INDEPENDENT
INSURANCE AGENCY


Are you locked with a captive and all
of the mounting restrictions?



Are you exhausted trying to write the
business “they” want you to write?



Are you just tired of working for
someone else?

And many more…!!

FRANCHISE BENEFITS…


Access to competitive nationwide and regional insurance markets



Access to premier agency management system



Brand Identity



Inclusion in carrier contingency BONUS plan



Ability to sell your agency & receive FULL VALUE



Security of franchise laws to protect your investment in the agency

For more information or a
confidential meeting in your area:
JEFF WILSON
877-452-5476 (toll free)
jwilson@ggiausa.com

Equity One Franchisors, LLC
15455 Conway Rd., Ste. 315
Chesterfield, MO 63017

Visit us online to see our growing list of carriers: GGIAUSA.com

What milestone will your
insurance business conquer next?
Your insurance business can only reach its full potential by planning and implementing strategic
initiatives with specific long and short term goals. A capital management strategy that responsibly
balances debt and liquidity could be an important key to your success.
Whether you are in growth mode or striving to leave a legacy – our experience and industry
expertise can help you obtain capital for:
USES OF CAPITAL
• Acquisitions
• Recapitalizations
• Successions
• Business Debt Consolidation
• Business Growth

UP TO $30 MILLION
• Flexible structures
• Terms up to 12 years
• Quick loan process

Get capital to take your business
to the next level. Ready to learn more?
Let’s talk. 844.357.9348 | oakstreetfunding.com/exclusivefocus2020
a first financial bank company
Loans and lines of credit subject to approval. Potential borrowers are responsible for their own due diligence on acquisitions. CA residents: Loans made pursuant to a California
Department of Business Oversight, Finance Lenders License (#6039829). Copyright © 2020 Oak Street Funding

